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NEW QUESTION: 1
A company is migrating its on-premises database workloads to
the AWS Cloud. A database specialist performing the move has
chosen AWS DMS to migrate an Oracle database with a large table
to Amazon RDS. The database specialist notices that AWS DMS is
taking significant time to migrate the data.
Which actions would improve the data migration speed? (Choose
three.)
A. Create multiple AWS DMS tasks to migrate the large table.
B. Increase the capacity of the AWS DMS replication server.
C. Enable full large binary object (LOB) mode to migrate all

LOB data for all large tables.
D. Enable an Amazon RDS Multi-AZ configuration.
E. Establish an AWS Direct Connect connection between the
on-premises data center and AWS.
F. Configure the AWS DMS replication instance with Multi-AZ.
Answer: B,D,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
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A. NetworkIn
B. DiskReadBytes
C. NetworkOut
D. CPUUtilization
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
CloudWatch is used to monitor AWS as the well custom services.
For EC2 when the user is monitoring the EC2 instances, it will
capture the 7 Instance level and 3 system check parameters for
the EC2 instance. Since this is an EBS backed instance, it will
not have ephemeral storage attached to it. Out of the 7 EC2
metrics, the
4 metrics DiskReadOps, DiskWriteOps, DiskReadBytes and
DiskWriteBytes are disk related data and available only when
there is ephemeral storage attached to an instance. For an EBS
backed instance without any additional device, this data will
be 0.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which two options about PIM-DM are true? (Choose two)
A. PIM-DM supports only shared trees.
B. In a PIM-DM network, routers that have no upstream neighbors
prune back unwanted traffic
C. PIM-DM cannot be used to build a shared distribution tree.
D. PIM-DM initially floods multicast traffic throughout the
network.
E. PIM-DM uses a pull model to deliver multicast traffic.
Answer: C,D

NEW QUESTION: 4
An administrator is concerned that Prism will be inaccessible
if Active Directory is unable to process logins.
Which method should the administrator use to access the cluster

in the event of this type of outage?
A. Create and use an emergency local account on the cluster
B. Manage the cluster remotely by downloading ncli to a remote
workstation
C. Manage the cluster by using the "nutanix" user on the Prism
leader CVM
D. Deploy an Active Directory server locally on the cluster
Answer: A
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